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Introduction

New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) objectives:
I Creation & publication of a European wind atlas with very high accuracy [1, 2].
I Large scale field experiments at a high spatial and temporal resolution.
I Significant upgrade to the experimental databases currently available.
I Østerild balconies experiment motivated by uncertainties in the estimated wind energy potential over forest-covered terrain [3].
I Aim at collecting measurements over a relatively flat and semi-forested terrain to quantify the effect of various terrain features on the
mean wind field.

Experimental set-up

I 2 Long-range WindScanner systems [4]
I 50 m: 12 April - 17 June 2016 (1584 hours).
I 200 m: 29 June - 12 August 2016 (1051 hours).
I 45 Line-Of-Sight (LOS) directions.
I 90◦ coverage.
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The two scanning patterns (positions relative to the south mast).

I 198 range gates, 105 m : 35 m : 7000 m.
I Measurement volume’s full-width half-maximum: 75 m.
I Accumulation time: 1 sec.
I 1 full scan of horizontal plain in 45 sec.
I Scanner-head pointing error corrected using sine curve.

Sinusoidal fit of pointing error of 5 well known targets.

Data & Methods

I 10 minute mean wind speed & direction from sonic anemometer (uSonic-3Basic, Metek Gmbh, Hamburg) at 37 m
I Classify 12 distinct wind direction bins of 30◦ (0◦:30◦:330◦).
I Point cloud data from Geodatastyrelsen, Denmark, (http://download.kortforsyningen.dk/).
I Height, vegetation height & water maps with 10 m resolution using the approach of [5].
I WindScanner data filtering to remove ambiguous measurements due to hard targets and other effects adapted from [6].
I Filter with median of LOS, |LOS − LOSmedian| <3 m s−1
I Wind field reconstruction: ui ,j , vi ,j at each point using the azimuth angles (θ1, θ2) and radial speeds (uLOS1, uLOS2) of the 2 scanners.

Filtering

a. b. c.
Density scatter plot of a) radial speed as function of carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), traditional filtering approaches as grey lines, b)

|LOS − LOSmedian| as function of CNR, grey vertical lines showing the 3m s−1 threshold, c) radial speed as function of CNR for filtered
data, for a measurement session of the south instrument, April 15 2016.

Single scan filtering

a. b. c.
Radial wind speed from the south scanner for one 45-s scan when (a.) no filtering was applied, (b.) a traditional fixed CNR range was used

and (c.) the dynamic filtering was applied.

Mean Flow Features

a) b)

c) d)
Mean wind speed at 50 m for incoming wind flow from a) the west and b) north-east according to the south light mast (LMS) direction,

along with the c) terrain and d) tree height maps from the cloud point data.

Conclusions

I "Dynamic" filtering approach resulted in higher data density while removing ambiguous values.
I Filtering threshold depended on the wind flow characteristics and thus its sensitivity could be further investigated.
I Mean wind flow at 50 m showed a clear influence by the terrain characteristics. The impact of flat, non-vegetated areas, escarpments, water bodies and forested
terrain was distinct with higher mean wind speeds over flat and bare terrain and lower mean wind speeds over forested areas.
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